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 Some new data on the antipodal location of the largest landforms of the Earth with a 

global digital elevation model ETOPO2 and methods of correlation analysis obtained. 
The coefficient of association calculated for the Earth's continents reaches –0.84. The 

correlation coefficient between the heights of the relief in antipodal points, one of 

which belongs to the land, is –0.54. Qualitative characteristics (geostructural and 
morphostructural features of Earth's surface) of antipodal points do not show any 

significant statistical correlation. Decrease of continent area reduces the severity of 

their antipodal location. It is concluded that the continents on the Earth are located non-
randomly. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 For a long time the attention of researchers from different areas of the Earth sciences was attracted by the 

results of some observations which evidenced that the northern and southern hemispheres of our planet are 

asymmetric ones in many respects. Apparently, one of the first scientific evidences concerning this fact belongs 

to Gardner. Contrary to C. Lyell's opinion who believed "the distribution of land and sea as noticeably wrong 

and capricious" [1, p.121], Gardner wrote a small note almost at the same time. In this note he was able to prove 

that the continent distribution is always natural and continents, revealing the correctness of location, are placed 

antipodal to oceans. The ideas about the antipodal location of continents and oceans, the laws concerning 

continent location and outline were also noted by English materialist philosopher Francis Bacon, by French 

geographer Reclus, by a prominent Russian scientist M.V. Lomonosov and by the others [2]. In 1914, J. 

Gregory in his "Earth formation" wrote that "the fundamental difference between the northern and southern 

hemispheres is the most characteristic feature of the Earth". He noted the continent predominance in the 

northern hemisphere, and the ocean predominance in the southern hemisphere, that is, the antipodality between 

land and ocean [3] (Fig. 1). 

 Then the interest concerning antipodal location of major Earth relief forms decreased sufficiently, and there 

are no studies today which explain the possible mechanisms of planetary relief antipodality formation and 

assessing its severity quantitatively.  

 

Purpose and methods:  

 In this paper we attempt to assess statistically the degree of major Earth relief forms antipodal location by 

correlation relationship of various indicators. Were analyzed not only the nature of the earth surface distribution 

(land-ocean), but also the quantitative indicators (height/earth surface depth) and also qualitative characteristics 

(Earth crust type, geo and morphostructural features of continents and abyssal depths).  

 The research was based on the relief digital model (RDM) ETOPO2, distributed by the National agency of 

oceanic and atmospheric phenomena (NAOAP) of the U.S. Department of Commerce within the international 

reference ellipsoid WGS-84 and the coordinate system which has the same name [4]. The entire Earth surface of 

this model is subdivided into cartographic subtrapezoids (model elements) of 2' size by longitude and latitude. 

The total number of models makes more than 58 million units. The area of trapezoids naturally decreases from 

the equatorial region, where it reaches almost 14 km
2
 up to 5-6 km

2
 in temperate and 1-2 km

2
 in subpolar 

latitudes (Fig. 1). Each element of the model keeps an averaged earth surface height value over the entire area of 

the trapezoid, which may have positive values for the points located above the level of the oceans and negative 

ones. Compared with other global digital Earth relief models ETOPO2 model differs by a full coverage of all 

earth surface and the presence of information not only about the height of land, but also about the depths of 
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ocean waters. A detailed characteristics of the global relief in this model is optimally combined with its 

relatively small volume. This fact is also important. 

 
Fig. 1: The distribution of land and oceans in the Northern and Southern hemispheres of the Earth and one-

degree (S1×1°) and the two-minute (S2×2') cartographic trapezoid change with latitude. 

 

 The Earth's crust type is determined for each cartographic trapezoid as well as geo-and morphostructural 

peculiarities of the Earth's surface, the details of which are taken from the geomorphological maps of the world 

and from some separate continents published by geomorphology team of USSR Geography Institute under the 

direction of I.P. Gerasimov and Y.A. Meshcheriakov in 1967 [5]. The set of these maps on roughly corresponds 

to the spatial resolution RDM ETOPO2 by their scale capabilities.  

 

Main part:  

 The earliest and simplest way to assess the antipodal location of continents and abyssal depths is to 

calculate the share of the land, which at the opposite end of the earth diameter is opposed by oceanic waters. 

Let's call this value as antipodality coefficient KA. 

 According to the figure 2A, almost 93% of the globe land area is confronted by oceanic areas; the similar 

figures are presented by literature [6, 7]. Africa, most part of Eurasia and western South America are confronted 

by the Pacific ocean, the North and South America is confronted by the Indian ocean, Australia is confronted by 

the Atlantic ocean and Antarctica is confronted by the Arctic Ocean. 

 Thus there is a clear and significant inverse dependence of the antipodality coefficient on the continental 

area (Fig. 3). If for Australia - the smallest continent by area - this ratio is strictly equal to one, its value drops to 

0.91 for Eurasia. South America and Antarctica are not in the general pattern. Their antipodal coefficients 

remain fairly low despite their small areas. 

 The more correct (from the standpoint of mathematical statistics) estimate of antipodal location for the 

largest forms of relief may be obtained by the calculation of tetrachoric connection indicator r+, or association 

coefficient, designed to study the correlation relationships which have alternative variety [8-10]. 

The simplest formula used to calculate this indicator looks as follows: 

    dbcadcba

bcad
r






 

where a, b, c and d is the number of correlated groups distributed along the cells of four-field table (Table). The 

algorithm of tetrachoric connection indicator calculation was changed: the number of alternative character 

possible combinations was replaced by the values of 2-minute cartographic trapezoid areas, as the trapezoid area 

is an extremely volatile value. 

 
Table: Baseline data (km2) to calculate tetrachoric connection indicator r+ at the antipodal location of 2 minute trapezoids for ETOPO2 

model 

 Northern hemisphere 

ocean 

ocean crust 

land 

continental crust 

Southern hemisphere ocean 

ocean crust 

116 207 742 

69 665 648 

(a) 90 298 294 

100 490 498 

(b) 

land 

continental crust 

38 340 687 

45 504 292 

(c) 10 185 275 

42 371 559 

(d) 

Note. Formula designations are presented in parentheses.  
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Fig. 2: Antipodal placement of continents, abyssal depths (A) and sites with the Earth crust of continental and 

oceanic type (B). 

Gray colored sites represent the land areas or continental crust, which are opposed by the oceans or 

oceanic crust sites on the opposite side of the planet; black colored sites represent lands or continental 

crust; white colored sites demonstrate antipodal location of oceanic waters or oceanic crust areas 
 

 
Fig. 3: Dependence of separate continent antipodal location severity, evaluated by various connection indicators 

on its area. 

1 - antipodal factor (KA), 2 - rectilinear correlation coefficient (r); 3 - polychoric connection component (K). 

The following positions are marked on horizontal axis: I - Australia, II - Antarctica, III - South America, IV - 

North America, V - Africa, VI - Eurasia (the continents are presented without adjacent islands). The averaged 

line of antipodal coefficients (KA) is drawn excluding Antarctica and South America, the rectilinear correlation 

coefficients (r) - excluding South America. R2 - determination coefficient (of approximation reliability). 

 

 For Earth as a whole the tetrachoric value made -0.18. The absolute value of tetrachoric communication 

indicator increase is possible, if only land trapezoids are considered, ignoring the sequence in which both 
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antipodal trapezoids belong to ocean area, i.e. to equate the formula a value to zero. Such a restriction of the 

original sampling is logical, as the total land area is 2.5 times less than the total area of all the oceans, and there 

is no any significant antipodality of land and oceans even in theory. In this case the tetrachoric connection 

component reaches -0.84, indicating the strong reverse correlation.  

 Likewise, the tetrachoric index may be calculated for two main types of the earth crust - the continental and 

oceanic one. To oceanic type is represented by those parts of the earth crust, which correspond to deep water 

abyssal plains in planetary relief, mid-ocean ridges and deep water hollows. The share of the continental type in 

this case is represented not only by continental land prominence, but by impounded continental margins - the so-

called transitional zones of various kinds with a complex mosaic crustal structure, revealing a number of 

common features with the actual continental type [2, 11]. At this division the entire surface area of the planet is 

almost equally divided between these two types of crust (Table, Fig.2B). The tetrachoric connection value for 

different types of earth crust for the whole Earth made -0.09 as a whole; the same connection value calculated 

only for the cases when at least one antipodal point belongs to the continental crust is equal to -0.59. 

 Another way of assessing the antipodal location of the Earth major landforms severity is the rectilinear 

correlation r coefficient calculation between absolute heights (depths) of the earth surface within antipodal 

points. The calculation algorithm is the correlation coefficient for large groups is discussed in detail by the 

respective papers [8-10]. The calculation technique had only the changes associated with the correction for 

digital model trapezoid area. The rectilinear correlation coefficient of heights is calculated like tetrachoric 

connection indicator as for the entire earth surface so only for land antipodes. In the first case its value made -

0.06, in the second case its correlation is expressed more distinctly (r = -0.54).  

 Like antipodality factors the correlation coefficients are calculated for the individual continents, reveal the 

tendency to decrease (closing to 0) with the area increase of the latter ones (Fig. 3). South America is not 

referred to this regularity as it has the lowest (according to absolute value) rectilinear correlation coefficient. 

Antarctica for which the true height of the earth surface, hidden by ice sheet and reduced by glaciation isostasy 

is not determinable is excluded from calculation. It is noteworthy that all the correlation coefficients calculated 

for the individual continents, have a lower value than the same figure for the Earth land as a whole. 

 The weak correlation between the heights of antipodal located trapezoids is demonstrated by Figure 4. The 

cloud of points binding the heights measured by area concerning earth surface antipodal trapezoids in the 

Northern and Southern Hemispheres has an isometric form the curved dependence of which on close connection 

with η = 0.14 is weakly observed. Despite this, the height distribution in both hemispheres is clearly the 

opposite one. 

 In both the northern and southern hemispheres it has a bimodal character that is associated with the 

development of crust two main types of crust. But in the Northern Hemisphere the height interval of 0-750 m, 

occupying about a third of the entire hemisphere area is the modal one. Geomorphologically it corresponds with 

continental plains. In the Southern Hemisphere the distribution peak is at the depth intervals from -3.75 to -5.25 

km (almost half of the hemisphere area), which correspond to the ocean plains of the planet relief. 

 Another correlation connection factor is the polychoric connection indicator K, or Chuprov's connection 

indicator is used to assess the correlation of these phenomena, which are characterized not by quantity, i.e. not 

the result of precise measurement but by qualitative gradations [8-10]. These gradations may be represented by 

geo- and morphostructural characteristics of the earth surface. Assuming that the largest relief forms of the Earth 

origin are caused exclusively or predominantly by endogenous processes and characterized by antipodality we 

can assume that they must conform to a well-defined set of geo- and morphological structures on the opposite 

side of the planet. 

 Without going into the intricacies of the mathematical model, we may only note that polyochoric 

connection indicator is able to take any values in the range from 0 to 1, without specifying the connection 

direction, which can be estimated only by correlation grid type. As in all previous cases, the number of digital 

model trapezoids was not taken into account during the calculation of polyochoric indicator. Their areas acting 

as measure coefficients were considered. In the Northern Hemisphere the planetary relief is represented by all 

63 types of morphological structures, which are available in the geomorphologic map legend [5]; in the 

Southern hemisphere they are opposed by 49 types. The following results were obtained after performed 

calculations: The polyochoric correlation coefficient made 0.15 for all the earth surface. This value is equal to 

0.2 only for land antipodes. In both cases the value of the calculated indicators demonstrates the absence of 

statistically significant relationship. The number of gradations reduction, i.e. legend generalization (e.g., the 

union of all species for Alpine folding in one type of morphological structure) does not lead to any significant 

increase of polyochoric connection tightness. 

 With the increase of the continent value the polyochoric connection indicators calculated for individual 

continents also decreases naturally (Fig.3). The Antarctica was not taken into account during calculations, since 

the information about the forms of mega- and macro-relief is very scarce within its surface. 
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Fig. 4: Height correlation chart in antipodal location of the Earth surface sites and the area distribution curve 

with different heights in the Northern (S1) and the Southern (S2) hemispheres η - correlation ratio 

(curvilinear correlation ratio). R2 is the determination coefficient (of approximation reliability). The 

values S1 and S2 are presented as percentage of the hemisphere total area. 

 

Conclusion:  

 Summarizing the above stated info, we may conclude that the largest forms of the Earth relief - continents 

and ocean basins - have an antipodal location tendency, expressed in the general case the better, the smaller the 

area of the continent. The reasons of the continents and ocean basins antipodal location were not clearly 

explained [6, 7]. They are often associated with the global lithospheric plate tectonics: the highly raised massive 

parts of the continental lithosphere under the influence of a large number of forces acting on a rotating sphere 

surface, tend to occupy such a space position, which provides the greatest stability (equilibrium) of the Earth as 

a planet [2]. Without insisting on this explanation, we may only note that the continents whose antipodality 

differs sharply from the regularities common to all the continents - South America and Antarctica (Fig. 3) - are 

characterized as a whole by larger drift velocities [12, 13]. 

 However, the attempts to clarify the nature of this relationship by analyzing the terms of the planetary field 

relief heights and its geo- and morphologic features provide ambiguous results. Some clarifications of the 

marked regularity may be obtained within the paleogeographic analysis. There are evidences that the continent 

location in the geological past was constantly changing, but we do not know whether the severity of their 

antipodal location with respect to the ocean depths locations was preserved. However, there are irrefutable 

evidences that the current continents were repeatedly joined into a supercontinent during Phanerozoe and 

Criptozoe, which was represented by an integrated Panthalass ocean the other side of the planet [14-16]. 

 It should be also noted that the antipodal relief form location is typical not only for the Earth, but also for 

other celestial bodies of terrestrial group - Mars, Venus, Moon [17-19 and others]. Thus, there is every reason to 

believe that modern antipodal continent location on the Earth is not an accidental one. This conclusion is 

supported by mathematical modeling data proving that the probability of the largest Earth relief forms modern 

location subject to its random allocation is less than 7% [20]. 
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